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a b s t r a c t
In a system in which anonymous mobile robots repeatedly execute a ‘‘Look–Compute–
Move’’ cycle, a robot is said to be oblivious if it has no memory to store its observations in
the past, and hence itsmove depends only on the current observation. This paper considers
the pattern formation problem in such a system, and shows that oblivious robots can form
any pattern that non-oblivious robots can form, except that two oblivious robots cannot
form a point while two non-oblivious robots can. Therefore, memory does not help in
forming a pattern, except for the case in which two robots attempt to form a point. Related
results on the pattern convergence problem are also presented.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Formation problems of geometric patterns for anonymous mobile robots have gained much attention in recent years
[2,3,7–9]. They were discussed formally, together with related convergence and agreement problems, for the first time in
the authors’ work [10] for both oblivious robots and non-oblivious robots, in what we call the semi-synchronous (SSYNCH
or Suzuki–Yamashita) model and the fully synchronous (FSYNCH) model. Briefly, each robot r , represented by a point,
repeats an instantaneous ‘‘Look–Compute–Move’’ cycle, where in the Look phase it observes the locations of all robots,
in the Compute phase it computes its next location, and in the Move phase it moves to that location. All observations and
computations of r are done in terms of r ’s own local coordinate system. (The local coordinate systems of two robots may not
agree.) All robots always execute the cycles simultaneously in the FSYNCH model, while in the SSYNCH model, that is not
necessarily the case. An oblivious robot is one without memory to remember what it has observed in the past, and hence
whose action at any given cycle depends only on what it sees in that cycle. A non-oblivious robot has memory to store what
it observes, and hence its action can depend not only on what it currently observes, but also on what it has observed in the
past. The robots are anonymous, without identifiers and all executing the same algorithm.
One of the main contributions of [10] is a characterization of the classes FSS,MEM(n,m) and FFS,MEM(n,m) of geometric
patterns that can be formed by a group of n ≥ 2 non-oblivious robots in the SSYNCH and FSYNCH models, respectively,
starting from a given initial configuration I0 in terms of n and the ‘‘symmetricity’’ m of I0, which measures the degree of
symmetry in I0 (including the local coordinate systems of the robots that are not immediately recognizable to the robots).
Specifically, FSS,MEM(n,m) = FFS,MEM(n,m), and both classes contain exactly those patterns of n points consisting of
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k = n/m regular m-gons having a common center. (As we see later, m is always a divisor of n.) In contrast, no such
characterization of the corresponding classes FSS,OBL(n,m) and FFS,OBL(n,m) of patterns that oblivious robots can form has
been known, except (by definition) FSS,OBL(n,m) ⊆ FSS,MEM(n,m) and FFS,OBL(n,m) ⊆ FFS,MEM(n,m) for all n and m, and
(as shown in [10]) FFS,OBL(2,m) = FFS,MEM(2,m) form = 1, 2 and FSS,OBL(2, 2) = FSS,MEM(2, 2) \ POINT2, where POINT2 is
the set of patterns in which two robots occupy the same location. Intuitively, the last result states that the point formation
problem for two oblivious robots is unsolvable in general in the SSYNCH model.
In this paper, we present a striking result that shows that, indeed, the patterns in POINT2 for two robots are the only
patterns that non-oblivious robots can form but oblivious robots cannot. That is, FSS,OBL(n,m) = FSS,MEM(n,m) and
FFS,OBL(n,m) = FFS,MEM(n,m) for all n ≥ 3 and any divisor m of n, and FSS,OBL(2,m) = FSS,MEM(2,m) \ POINT2 for both
m = 1 and 2. Hence, except for the point formation problem for two robots in the SSYNCHmodel, oblivious robots can solve
any pattern formation problem that non-oblivious robots can solve. In other words, memory does not help in forming a
pattern, except for the case in which two robots attempt to form a point in the SSYNCHmodel. The point formation problem
for two oblivious robots (with additional devices or global knowledge) has been studied by many researchers to clarify
the minimum global knowledge necessary to close the gap between the capabilities of oblivious and non-oblivious robots.
Our result justifies their efforts. In addition, we show that convergence problems (in which robots only need to converge
to a target pattern, without necessarily reaching that pattern in finite steps) are no easier than the corresponding pattern
formation problems (in which the robots must reach a target formation in finite steps).
In our model, the robots have unlimited vision range, they do not block the vision of others, and their moves are
instantaneous. Related work on the subject under different assumptions include the case of robots with limited vision range
[1], robots that block the vision of others [4], and the asynchronous (ASYNCH or CORDA) model in which a robot may be
seen by others while it moves continuously to its target location [6]. The case of robots equipped with an extra navigation
device, in particular a (not necessarily reliable) compass, is discussed in [5,11].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the model of the robotic system and formalize the problem in
Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss a relation between formation and convergence problems for non-oblivious robots. The
results on the formation and convergence problems for oblivious robots are presented in Sections 4–7. Section 6 focuses
on the case in which a given initial configuration has symmetricity m = 1. The results therein are used in Section 7 that
discusses the general case ofm ≥ 2.
2. The model and the problem
2.1. The model
Let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} be a set of n ≥ 2 anonymous robots in a two-dimensional space.1 The robots do not have an
identifier, and the subscript ‘‘i’’ of ri is used only for convenience of explanation. The robots do not have access to the global
x–y coordinate system Z , and hence, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, robot ri observes and computes positions only in its local coordinate
system Zi.We assume that Z and the Zi’s are all right-handed systems, and specify Zi by a pair (oi, di), where oi and di (oi 6= di),
respectively, denote the coordinates (in Z) of the origin (= (0, 0)) and (1, 0) in Zi. We also use (oi, di) only for convenience
of explanation, and ri is not aware of (oi, di) as coordinates, although ri knows Zi and observes and computes positions in Zi.
For any point p (given in Z), [p]Zi denotes the coordinates of p in Zi. Thus, for instance, [oi]Zi = (0, 0) and [di]Zi = (1, 0).
In the above definition, the local coordinate system Zi of ri has a fixed origin. As wemention in Section 8, however, all the
results given below hold even if we adopt an alternative definition of Zi where the origin is always at the current location of
ri.
We assume discrete time 0, 1, 2, . . ., and denote by pi(t) the position of ri at time t . Each robot is modeled as a point, and
we allow two or more robots to occupy the same position simultaneously. We denote by P(t) = {p1(t), p2(t), . . . , pn(t)}
the multiset of the positions of the robots at time t . We assume that the robots’ initial positions p1(0), p2(0), . . . , pn(0) are
all distinct. Since ri observes P(t) in Zi, we define the sight of ri at t by
[P(t)]Zi = {[p1(t)]Zi , [p2(t)]Zi . . . , [pi−1(t)]Zi , [pi(t)]∗Zi , [pi+1(t)]Zi , . . . , [pn(t)]Zi},
where the symbol ‘‘∗’’ for [pi(t)]Zi signifies that ri is aware of its own position. Intuitively, if [P(t)]Zi = [P(t)]Zj , then P(t)
looks identical to ri and rj in their respective local coordinate systems, from their respective positions.
At each time t ≥ 0, every robot is either active or inactive. We use At to denote the set of active robots at t , and call
the sequence A = A0, A1, . . . an activation schedule. We assume that every robot becomes active infinitely many times.
An inactive robot does not move; i.e., pi(t + 1) = pi(t) if ri 6∈ At . An active robot ri ∈ At , instantaneously as an atomic
action, observes [P(t)]Zi , computes a new position using a given function ψ , and moves there. Function ψ takes as input
the sequence of sights that ri has observed so far, including [P(t)]Zi . Specifically, let 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tm = t be the
times when ri has been activated, and, for each 1 ≤ ` ≤ m, let [P(t`)]Zi be the sight of ri at t`. Then pi(t + 1) = q, where
q is the point such that [q]Zi = ψ([P(t1)]Zi , [P(t2)]Zi , . . . , [P(tm)]Zi). That is, ri moves to point [q]Zi of Zi (which is q in Z).
1 Formation and convergence problems for one robot are trivially solvable.
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Fig. 1. Illustration for Example 1.
To impose an upper bound on the ‘‘speed’’ of a robot, we require that the distance between ri’s current location [pi(tm)]Zi in
sight [P(tm)]Zi and [q]Zi is at most the unit distance 1 in Zi.
That is, ri observes the other robots only when it is active, and its next position depends only on ψ and the sights that it
has obtained so far. Function ψ is said to be oblivious if ψ([P(t1)]Zi , [P(t2)]Zi , . . . , [P(tm)]Zi) = ψ([P(tm)]Zi) always holds,
i.e., the move of the robot depends only on the current sight. A robot that uses an oblivious function is said to be oblivious.
Note that the robots are anonymous in the following sense: (1) function ψ is common to all robots, (2) the identifier ‘‘i’’
of robot ri is not an argument of ψ , and (3) [P(t)]Zi contains only the positions of the robots (but not their identities).
The model of the robots described above, without additional assumptions onA, is called the semi-synchronous (SSYNCH
or Suzuki–Yamashita) model [10]. If every robot appears in At for every t , then it is called the fully synchronous (FSYNCH)
model. In this paper,we assume that a robot candetectmultiplicities and count thenumber of robots located at amultiplicity.
2.2. The problem
In the following, we denote the smallest enclosing circle of a set or a multiset P of points by C(P). The circle with center
o and radius d is denoted C(o, d). The phrase ‘‘on circle C ’’ means ‘‘on the circumference of C ,’’ and ‘‘the interior of C ’’ does
not include the circumference of C .
Let F be a multiset of n points in Z that describes a target formation (or pattern) of a set R of n robots. A function ψ is
said to solve the formation problem for pattern F starting from initial distribution P(0) if, for any activation scheduleA, there
exists a time instant t such that, for all t ′ ≥ t , P(t ′) is ‘‘similar’’ to F . The definition of similarity we adopt in this paper is
slightly stronger than the conventional one — we allow transformation, rotation and uniform scaling to fit P(t ′) to F (since
the robots are not aware of Z), but we do not consider that F is similar to its mirror image in general.2 If such ψ exists, we
say that the robots can form pattern F starting from P(0). In contrast, ψ solves the convergence problem for F starting from
P(0) if, for any activation scheduleA, the resulting sequence P(0), P(1), . . . converges to a multiset P that is similar to F . If
such ψ exists, we say that the robots can converge to pattern F starting from P(0).
A configuration ofR is a multiset I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, pi and Zi = (oi, di) are, respectively,
the position and the local coordinate system of robot ri. We use the notation P(I) = {pi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} to refer to the multiset
of the robot positions in I . Let γo,θ be a function (rotation) that rotates a given point in R2 counterclockwise around point
o ∈ R2 by angle θ . Using γo,θ on R2, we define the rotation γo,θ of I by θ around o by γo,θ (I) = {γo,θ (pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n},
where γo,θ (pi, Zi) = (γo,θ (pi), γo,θ (Zi)) and γo,θ (Zi) = (γo,θ (oi), γo,θ (di)).3 Now, let Γo(I) be the set of rotations γo,θ around
o, 0 ≤ θ < 2pi , such that γo,θ (I) = I . Then Γo(I) forms a cyclic group under composition, and we denote its order by
σo(I) = |Γo(I)|. Clearly, σo(I) is a divisor of n for any o.
Example 1. Let p1 = (0, 0), p2 = (1, 0), p3 = (1, 1) and p4 = (0, 1), and oi = pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Let o = (1/2, 1/2). See
Fig. 1 for illustration.
2 All results of this paper hold for the conventional definition of similarity.
3 We use the symbol ‘‘γo,θ ’’ to denote a rotation of both I and Zi , but there should be no confusion.
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First, consider I1 = {(pi, Z1i )|i = 1, 2, 3, 4}, where Z1i = (oi, d1i ) and d1i = (1/2, 1/2) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Rotation γo,kpi/2 by
angle kpi/2 around omaps I1 to I1 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Thus σo(I1) = 4.
Next, consider I2 = {(pi, Z2i )|i = 1, 2, 3, 4}, where Z2i = (oi, d2i ), d21 = (1/2, 1/2), d22 = (3/2,−1/2), d23 = (1/2, 1/2)
and d24 = (−1/2, 3/2). Rotation γo,kpi by angle kpi around omaps I2 to I2 for i = 0, 1. Thus σo(I2) = 2.
Consider I3 = {(pi, Z3i )|i = 1, 2, 3, 4}, where Z3i = (oi, d3i ), d31 = (1/2, 0), d32 = (3/2, 0), d33 = (3/2, 1) and
d34 = (1/2, 1). Observe that no rotation γo,θ , 0 < θ < 2pi , maps I3 to I3. Thus σo(I3) = 1.
Finally, consider I4, which is identical to I1 except that there is a fifth robot at o. The reader can verify that, regardless of the
orientation of the local coordinate system of the robot at o, no rotation γo,θ , 0 < θ < 2pi , maps I4 to I4. Thus σo(I4) = 1. 
Since oi 6= di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the next proposition holds.
Proposition 1 ([10]). Let I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a configuration. If σ(I) = σo(I) = m, then the n robots in R can be
partitioned (not necessarily uniquely) into k = n/m subsets of size m each, such that:
1. For any robots ri and rj in the same subset, there exists a rotation γ ∈ Γo(I) such that γ ((pi, Zi)) = (pj, Zj).
2. The robots in the same subset form a regular m-gon with center o.
3. The robots in the same subset have identical sights in I.
4. Let Q be any of the subsets of m robots. For any point q ∈ R2, the set of points q˜i such that [q˜i]Zi = q, over all robots ri ∈ Q ,
forms a regular m-gon with center o.
Here we adopt the following convention: Any point is a regular 1-gon with center o for any o, a pair of points whose
middle point is o is a regular 2-gon with center o, and a point owith multiplicitym is a special case of a regularm-gon with
center o. Proposition 1 thus allows all σo(I) = m robots in some subset to be at o. Let σ(I) = maxo∈R2 σo(I) and call it the
symmetricity of I . Symmetricity σ(I) is well-defined, since I has a trivial rotation of 0 degrees about any point o that maps I
to itself. If σ(I) ≥ 2, then the center o that achieves σ(I) = σo(I) is unique and is the center of C(P(I)).4 If σ(I) = 1, then
though any point o can be used as the center of rotation, we adopt the convention to choose as o the center of C(P(I)), unless
otherwise stated. Symmetricity was originally defined in [10] for configurations with no multiplicities. We redefine it here
using rotations to handle multiplicities.
Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a multiset of n points. For any point o ∈ R2, consider a partition of P into k regular m-gons
with a common center o, where k = n/m. We call such a partition regular. Let ρo(P) be the maximum m such that there
is a regular partition of P into k regular m-gons with center o. Then ρo(P) is well-defined, since any P has at least a trivial
partition into n regular 1-gons with an arbitrary o as the common center. Define ρ(P) = maxo∈R2 ρo(P).
If P has a regular partition into k regularm-gons with center o, wherem ≥ 2, then o is unique and is the center of C(P).
Though any point o can be chosen as the center when discussing a regular partition of P into n regular 1-gons, we adopt the
convention to use the center of C(P) as o.
Example 2. See Fig. 2 for illustration. First, consider P1 consisting of four points whose coordinates are all (1/2, 1/2). Any
partition of P1 into 4/mm-sets form = 1, 2, 4 is regular. Thus ρ(P1) = ρo(P1) = 4, where o = (1/2, 1/2).
Second, consider P2 consisting of four points whose coordinates are (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1). Besides the trivial parti-
tion into four regular 1-gons, there are two regular partitions, one into two regular 2-gons {{(0, 0), (1, 1)}, {(1, 0), (0, 1)}},
and another into one regular 4-gon {{(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)}}. Thus ρ(P2) = ρo(P2) = 4, where o = (1/2, 1/2).
Third, consider P3 consisting of five points whose coordinates are (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (1/2, 1/2). The trivial
partition into five regular 1-gons is the only regular partition. Thus ρ(P3) = ρo(P3) = 1, where o = (1/2, 1/2) by the
above convention.
Finally, consider P4 consisting of six points whose coordinates are (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 1/2).
Besides the trivial partition into six regular 1-gons, there is a unique regular partition into three regular 2-gons
{{(0, 0), (1, 1)}, {(1, 0), (0, 1)}, {(1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 1/2)}}. Thus ρ(P4) = ρo(P4) = 2, where o = (1/2, 1/2). 
For any configuration I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, letρo(I) = ρo(P(I)) andρ(I) = ρ(P(I)). That is,ρ(I) is the symmetricity of
the robot positions in I (whereas σ(I) is the symmetricity of the robot positions and the local coordinate systems combined).
Then by definition and Proposition 1, σo(I) ≤ ρo(I) and σo(I) divides ρo(I), and σ(I) ≤ ρ(I) and σ(I) divides ρ(I). The
equalities do not hold in general; e.g., in Figs. 1 and 2, σ(I2) = 2 and ρ(I2) = ρ(P2) = 4.
For n ≥ 2 and a divisorm of n, let us define the following classes of patterns. Our goal is to characterize these classes.
1. FFS,MEM(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists a non-oblivious algorithmψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the formation problem for F in the FSYNCH model.5
2. FSS,MEM(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists a non-oblivious algorithmψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the formation problem for F in the SSYNCH model.
3. FFS,OBL(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists an oblivious algorithm ψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the formation problem for F in the FSYNCH model.
4. FSS,OBL(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists an oblivious algorithm ψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the formation problem for F in the SSYNCH model.
4 If σ(I) ≥ 2, then omust be equidistant from σ(I) robots that are farthest from o and positioned at equal angular intervals around o. Therefore these
σ(I) robots must be on the circumference of C(P(I)), and omust be the center of C(P(I)).
5 Hereafter we focus on formation (or convergence) starting from a given configuration rather than a given distribution, since (as we discuss shortly) the
possibility of forming (or converging to) a given target pattern depends critically on both the robots’ positions and their coordinate systems.
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Fig. 2. Illustration for Example 2. Numbers in parentheses indicate multiplicities.
5. CFS,MEM(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists a non-oblivious algorithmψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the convergence problem for F in the FSYNCH model.
6. CSS,MEM(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists a non-oblivious algorithmψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the convergence problem for F in the SSYNCH model.
7. CFS,OBL(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists an oblivious algorithm ψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the convergence problem for F in the FSYNCH model.
8. CSS,OBL(n,m) = the set of n-point patterns F for which there exists an oblivious algorithm ψF that, starting from any
multiplicity-free n-robot configuration of symmetricitym, solves the convergence problem for F in the SSYNCH model.
Let us introduce, for any n ≥ 2 and any divisorm of n, the following set of patterns:
P (n,m) = {P| P is a set of n points such thatm divides ρ(P)}.
That is, P ∈ P (n,m) if and only if P has a regular partition into n/m regularm-gons with a common center.
Suppose that σ(I(0)) = σo(I(0)) = m for the initial configuration I(0) = {(pi(0), Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}. We observe the
following, based on Proposition 1. At time 0 the robots are partitioned into k = n/m subsets, each forming a regular m-
gon with center o. In the FSYNCH model in which all robots become active simultaneously at all times, for any subset Q
of m robots, the robots in Q observe the same sight and compute the same point q (using the same ψ). Each robot ri in
Q then moves to q in Zi (which is q˜i in Z of Proposition 1), and their new positions at time 1 form a regular m-gon with
center o. By repeating this argument, we observe that the robots in Q continue to form a regular m-gon with center o in
all configurations reachable from I(0). Therefore, in the FSYNCH model, starting in I(0), only those patterns F consisting of
k regular m-gons with center o can be formed. The same conclusion holds for the SSYNCH model, in which all robots can
become active simultaneously at all times. Based on these observations, the following theorem characterizes the class of
geometric patterns that non-oblivious robots can form in the SSYNCH and FSYNCH models.
Theorem 2 ([10, Theorem 4.5]). For any n ≥ 2 and any divisor m of n,
FSS,MEM(n,m) = FFS,MEM(n,m) = P (n,m).
Theorem 2 states that, in both the SSYNCH and FSYNCH models, there exists a non-oblivious formation algorithm for
forming a pattern F starting from an initial configuration I0 with symmetricity σ(I0) = m, precisely when F is a collection
of n/m regularm-gons with a common center, or equivalently, precisely when σ(I0) divides ρ(F).
We shall characterize the remaining classes in the rest of this paper.
3. Formation and convergence by non-oblivious robots
The next theorem, together with Theorem 2, implies that the four classes regarding non-oblivious robots are all equal.
Theorem 3. For any n ≥ 2 and any divisor m of n,
CFS,MEM(n,m) = CSS,MEM(n,m) = P (n,m).
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Proof. By definition and Theorem 2, CFS,MEM(n,m) ⊇ CSS,MEM(n,m) ⊇ FSS,MEM(n,m) = P (n,m). We show that
CFS,MEM(n,m) ⊆ P (n,m). Take an arbitrary pattern F ∈ CFS,MEM(n,m), and let ψ be a convergence algorithm for F in
the FSYNCH model. Let I0 be an arbitrary initial configuration of n robots such that σ(I0) = m. Let o ∈ R2 be a point that
achieves σ(I0) = σo(I0). Let the robots execute ψ , and denote their configuration at time t by It . As we observed earlier, in
the FSYNCH model the robots form a collection of n/m regular m-gons with center o in It for all t ≥ 0. Thus pattern F to
which the robot positions converge under ψ in the FSYNCH model must be a collection of n/m regularm-gons with center
o. This implies that F ∈ P (n,m). 
4. Point formation and convergence by oblivious robots
The following results are known on the point convergence and formation problems for oblivious robots. For convenience,
we present them in two propositions, one for the case n = 2 and the other for the case n ≥ 3.
Proposition 4 ([10, Section 3]). 1. The point convergence problem for two robots is solvable by an oblivious algorithm in both
SSYNCH and FSYNCH models.
2. The point formation problem for two robots is unsolvable by any oblivious algorithm in the SSYNCH model, but it is solvable
by an oblivious algorithm in the FSYNCH model.
Proposition 5 ([10, Section 3]). The point formation and point convergence problems for three or more robots are solvable by an
oblivious algorithm in both SSYNCH and FSYNCH models.6
Since the point formation problem for two robots can be solved by a non-oblivious algorithm in the SSYNCH model (by
Theorem 2 with n = 2 and ρ(F) = σ(I0) = 2), Proposition 4 highlights the impact of synchronization and memory.
If n = 2, then there are only two classes of target patterns: those consisting of two distinct points, and those consisting
of two coincident points. Since by assumption the robots occupy distinct initial locations, the formation (or convergence)
problem for the former is trivially solvable. Therefore, if two robots can solve the point formation (or convergence) problem,
then they can solve the formation (or convergence) problem for any pattern. Based on this observation, Proposition 4, and
the fact that both P (2, 1) and P (2, 2) contain all patterns of two points (to see this, note that two coincident or distinct
points can be viewed as forming two regular 1-gons with a common center and as forming one regular 2-gon), we obtain
the following characterization. Form = 1, 2,
CSS,OBL(2,m) = CFS,OBL(2,m) = FFS,OBL(2,m) = P (2,m).
The proof of the unsolvability of the point formation problem for two oblivious robots in the SSYNCH model found in [10]
gives a characterization of FSS,OBL(2, 2) as the set of patterns of two distinct points, or, equivalently,
FSS,OBL(2, 2) = P (2, 2) \ POINT2,
where POINT2 is the set of patterns of two coincident points. To our knowledge no characterization of the class FSS,OBL(2, 1)
has yet been known. The next theorem,which gives the first such characterization, shows that point formation is not solvable
in general by two oblivious robots even if they start in an initial configuration I0 with σ(I0) = 1.
Theorem 6.
FSS,OBL(2, 1) = P (2, 1) \ POINT2.
Proof. For the purpose of deriving a contradiction, suppose that there exists an oblivious algorithmψ that brings two robots
r1 and r2 to a single point starting from any initial configuration I0 of distinct robot locations such that σ(I0) = 1, under any
activation schedule. Note thatψ must solve the point formation problem regardless of the robots’ local coordinate systems
Z1 and Z2. Since there are only two robots, we write (p, q) to denote the sight of a robot who is at position p and sees the
other robot at position q (in terms of its local coordinate system). We then write ψ(p, q) to denote the next position that
ψ computes for a robot having sight (p, q). (Recall that oblivious ψ is a function of a robot’s current sight.) Arguing as in
the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [10], we can easily show that there must exist a sight s = (a, b) such that ψ(a, b) = a, i.e., a
robot whose current sight is s does not move even if it becomes active. We call any sight with this property a halting sight.
Furthermore, we can show that at least one robot must be able to move in one step to the position of the other robot that
has a halting sight. (Recall that by definition a robot can move only up to distance 1 of its local coordinate system in one
step.)
If there are two distinct halting sights s1 and s2, then by choosing Z1 and Z2 appropriately, we can construct an initial
configuration I0 with σ(I0) = 1 such that r1 has sight s1 (in terms of Z1) and r2 has sight s2 (in terms of Z2). Then neither robot
moves in I0, contradicting the assumption that ψ solves the point formation problem for two robots. Therefore there can
exist exactly one halting sight s. Consider the case in which the size of the unit distance of Z2 is sufficiently small compared
to that of Z1, so that r1 can move in one step to the position of r2 when r2 has sight s, but r2 cannot move in one step to the
position of r1 when r1 has sight s. Consider a configuration I in which r2 has sight s, and let (u, v), u 6= v, be the sight of r1
6 This result uses the assumption that robots can recognize multiplicities.
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in I . Since r1 has to move to the position of r2 in one step, we haveψ(u, v) = v. Now, convert I into another configuration I ′
by rotating Z1 by 180 degrees about the midpoint of its u and v. This rotation does not change the sight s of r2, but r1’s sight
changes to (v, u). Again, since in I ′ r1 has to move to the position of r2 in one step, we have ψ(v, u) = u. Finally, by setting
Z1 = Z2 = Z (Z is the global coordinate system) and choosing u and v of Z as the initial positions of r1 and r2, respectively,
construct an initial configuration I0 in which r1 has sight (u, v) and r2 has sight (v, u). Note that σ(I0) = 1 since u 6= v. Since
ψ(u, v) = v and ψ(v, u) = u, if both robots become active in every step starting from I0, then they continue to swap their
positions and never form a point. This is a contradiction. 
5. Preparation
5.1. Convention and notation
In the rest of the paper, we present a formation algorithmψ for oblivious robots, which is a function whose input is a set
of n pairs of real numbers (and the symbol ∗) comprising the current sight of a robot. (See Section 2.1.) Since describing ψ
purely as a function is not only tedious but also unintuitive, we instead explain how the robots are controlled byψ . Here is a
key to understanding the connection between the explanation andψ as a function. We often say that each robot ri executes
a number of operations to compute the coordinates of its next position in Zi; ri may modify and extract certain information
from F , compute a total order onR, and even adopt an alternative local coordinate system Z∗i (different from Zi) or a common
coordinate system Z˜ for observing other robots and computing its next position. Such operations are allowed in functionψ ,
as long as they depend only on ri’s current sight and F .
For any two points p = (px, py) and q = (qx, qy) in Z , the (Euclidian) distance between p and q is denoted by
dist(p, q) = √(px − qx)2 + (py − qy)2. The distance between p and q measured in Zi is distZi(p, q) = dist([p]Zi , [q]Zi). In
general distZi(p, q) 6= distZ (p, q), but all distance measurements are uniformly scaled when switching from one coordinate
system to another.Wemay omit ‘‘Zi’’ (or ‘‘Z ’’) in distZi(p, q) (or distZ (p, q)) and simplywrite dist(p, q), as long as our intention
is obvious from the context.7
5.2. Decomposition of F
Let F be a given pattern of n points, where ρ(F) = ρo(F) for center o of C(F). The coordinates of the points in F are given
in terms of Z . Letm be a divisor of ρ(F). Note that F can be decomposed into k regularm-gons with center o, where k = n/m.
Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gk be such a decomposition, where
(F1) the Gi’s are listed in the order of their radii, i.e., di ≤ di+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, where di = dist(o, g), g ∈ Gi,
1 ≤ i ≤ k,8 and
(F2) if di = di+1 for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, then αi ≤ αi+1, where, for j = i, i + 1, 0 ≤ αj < pi is the smallest angle
measured counterclockwise, over all fh ∈ Gj, that vector Eofh makes with the positive x-axis of Z .
See Fig. 3 for illustration. This ordered decomposition is unique and unambiguous even if F contains multiplicities, in the
sense that, for any i, the coordinates of the points in Gi are unambiguously determined from F and m. We shall write
G1 ≤mF G2 ≤mF · · · ≤mF Gk to express the ordered decomposition. If m = 1, then each Gi is a singleton, and hence the
resulting relation≤1F may be written as f1 ≤1F f2 ≤1F · · · ≤1F fn, where F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}. Note that the relation≤mF depends
not only on F but also onm, and all robots can compute it, givenm.
In the following, we assume without loss of generality that o = (0, 0) and dk < 1/2, where dk = maxf∈F |f | and
|f | = dist((0, 0), f ).
5.3. Decomposition ofR
Let I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a configuration, where C(P(I)) = C(o, d) and ρ(I) = m. We now introduce a partition of
the set of robotsR, analogous to the partition of F discussed earlier, into k = n/m groupsR1,R2, . . . ,Rk, each forming a
regularm-gon with center o. Assume for now that the robot positions p1, p2, . . . , pn are all distinct and there is no robot at
o. Let Qi = {pi|ri ∈ Ri}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. First, choose the above partition so that theRi’s are ordered in nondecreasing order of
their radii as in condition (F1) for F , i.e.,
(R1) di ≤ di+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k− 1, where di = dist(o, p), p ∈ Qi.9
7 A general rule is that dist(p, q) appearing in an algorithm for a robot ri must be read as distZi (p, q), except when the coordinates of p and q are given to
the algorithm in Z , e.g., if p and q are points in F . Note that a robot ri may use an alternative coordinate system, e.g., Z∗i , as its local coordinate system. In
such a case we explicitly state this fact by using the notation distZ∗i (p, q).
8 The notation dist(o, g) here must be read as distZ (o, g), following the general rule in the previous footnote.
9 As we see shortly, since each robot has to compute this partition, the notation dist(o, p) should be read as distZj (o, p) for a robot rj who wishes to sort
the Qi ’s according to the nondecreasing order of the di ’s.
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Fig. 3. Decompositions of F consisting of twelve points with ρ(F) = 4, into (a) groups of four G1 ≤4F G2 ≤4F G3 , (b) pairs G1 ≤2F G2 ≤2F G3 ≤2F G4 ≤2F G5 ≤2F
G6 , and (c) singletons f1 ≤1F f2 ≤1F · · · ≤1F f12 .
Note that the above ordered decomposition of R is not unique in general, because of the possible presence of multiple
regularm-gons having the same diameter. Unlike the case of decomposing F , since the coordinates of the points in P(I) are
not given to all robots in any fixed coordinate system, the robots cannot use a condition analogous to (F2) to sort theRi’s
further. To cope with this, for each robot rh, h = 1, 2, . . . , n, we define a natural local coordinate system Z∗h = (o, ph), where
ph is the current position of rh. Now, let I∗ = {(pi, Z∗i )|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the configuration I ‘‘interpreted’’ using Z∗h for all robots
rh. σ(I∗) = ρ(P(I)) = ρ(I) = m holds, because the natural local coordinate systems Z∗h of the robots rh that belong to the
same subsetRi are all symmetric under rotations about o at constant intervals of 2pi/m. I∗ is called the natural configuration
with respect to P(I). Note that σ(I) < σ(I∗) can hold. Observe that any robot can compute the sight [P(I∗)]Z∗h of any robot
rh (although it cannot compute [P(I)]Zh in general).
Recall that a sight of a robot is a multiset of n pairs of real numbers and the symbol ‘‘*’’. We arbitrarily fix a total order on
the set of sights and denote it by ≤. Noting that [P(I∗)]Z∗h = [P(I∗)]Z ∗` if rh and r` belong to the same subsetRi, we choose
the above decomposition ofR so that
(R2) if di = di+1 for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k− 1, then [P(I∗)]Z∗h ≤ [P(I∗)]Z ∗` , where rh ∈ Ri and r` ∈ Rj.
The resulting ordered decomposition that we express as R1  R2  · · ·  Rk, obtained under the assumption that the
robot positions are all distinct and there is no robot at o, is unique and unambiguous, in the sense that every robot knows
the index ‘‘i’’ ofRi to which it belongs. In particular, if m = 1, then eachRi is a singleton, and the ordered decomposition
becomes a total order r1  r2  · · ·  rn onR.
Suppose that the robot positions are not necessarily distinct, and hence Qi = Qi+1 may hold for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k−1.
In this case the robots in Ri and Ri+1 cannot be uniquely identified in I∗, since all robots in Ri ∪ Ri+1 have the same
sight in I∗. Since the initial configuration I0 does not contain any multiplicity and (as we see later) we allow robots to
create multiplicities only at their final positions (so that the robots at a multiplicity need not move any further), the above
‘‘ambiguity’’ in the partition ofR does not cause any problemwhen those robots that have not reached their final positions
attempt to figure out the index ‘‘i’’ of the groupRi to which they belong. That is, even if there are multiplicities there is no
harm in saying thatR is decomposed intoR1  R2  · · ·  Rk, because every robot not located at a multiplicity knows
the index ‘‘i’’ ofRi to which it belongs.
Next, assume that some, but not all, robots are located at o in I , and let Ro ⊂ R be the set of robots at o. Let
I−o = {(pi, Zi)|ri ∈ R −Ro} be the configuration obtained from I by disregarding the robots inRo. Clearly ρ(I−o) ≥ ρ(I).
If ρ(I−o) = ρ(I) = m (and hence |Ro| = lm for some integer 1 ≤ l < k), then we say that I is rigid and safely refer to
R1  R2  · · ·  Rk as the ordered decomposition ofR, where each ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rl consists ofm robots at o (and how
the lm robots at o are partitioned intoR1,R2, . . . ,Rl is not important). As we see later, the case ρ(I−o) > ρ(I) occurs in
our algorithm in only one situation (discussed in Section 6), where I is the initial configuration I0 with exactly one robot at
o and ρ(I0) = 1. In this case we immediately change I0 into a configuration having a ρ value of 1 without any robot at o, in
which the robots are uniquely ordered as r1  r2  · · ·  rn.
6. Formation algorithm for oblivious robots in the SSYNCHmodel with ρ(I0) = 1
This section investigates the formation problem for oblivious robots in the SSYNCH model, provided that the initial
configuration I0 satisfies ρ(I0) = 1. First, consider the case n = 3.
Lemma 7. Let F = {f1, f2, f3} be any pattern consisting of three points. There is an oblivious formation algorithmψ for F , provided
that the initial configuration I0 satisfies ρ(I0) = 1 (and the robots occupy distinct positions).
Proof. We give an algorithmψ for three robots. Let I0 = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ 3}, where p1, p2, p3 are all distinct. In this case the
condition ρ(I0) = 1 is equivalent to saying that p1, p2, p3 do not form a regular triangle. In the following, for convenience of
presentation, we continue to use p1, p2, p3 to denote the positions of robots r1, r2, r3, respectively, after one or more moves.
There should be no confusion.
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Fig. 4. A T-stable configuration I with seven robots, where robots a, b and c are in a T-formation. A T-formation can be used to define the origin o and the
x- and y-axes of a coordinate system. The robots in the interior of C(P(I)) are named r1 through r4 , and robots a, b and c are named r5 , r6 and r7 in some
order based on their views in their respective natural local coordinate systems.
Case 1: F contains a multiplicity (i.e., f1 = f2, f2 = f3 or f1 = f3). Suppose that one robot, say r2, is equidistant from
the other two, and hence (since 4p1p2p3 is not a regular triangle) either dist(p1, p2) = dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3) or
dist(p1, p3) < dist(p1, p2) = dist(p2, p3) holds. Robot r2 arbitrarily selects a robot (r1 or r3),10 say r1, and moves towards r1
slightly, so that dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3) or dist(p1, p3) < dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) holds after the move.
Now we have reached a configuration in which no two edges of 4p1p2p3 are of the same length. Assume without loss of
generality that dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3). Then robots r1 and r2 are uniquely identified as the closest pair,
and r1 is further identified as the one that forms the furthest pair with the third robot r3. Now, robot r2 moves towards r1,
while r1 and r3 remain stationary. This move yields a new configuration in which r1 and r2 are closer while preserving the
relation dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3). Thus we can repeatedly (identify r1 and r2 as above and) execute this
move until r1 and r2 share a position. When that happens, a formation with a multiplicity of size two has been reached. If
F has a multiplicity of size two, then the current formation is similar to F . If gathering of all three robots is required, i.e.,
f1 = f2 = f3, then the robot who recognizes that the other two have gathered at a single point moves to that point.11
Case 2: f1, f2 and f3 are all distinct. Assume without loss of generality that dist(f1, f2) ≤ dist(f2, f3) ≤ dist(f1, f3). First, as
in the previous case, the robots reach a configuration in which no two edges of 4p1p2p3 are of the same length. Assume
without loss of generality that dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3). From now on robots r1 and r2 remain stationary.
We associate r1 (at p1) and r2 (at p2) with f1 and f2, respectively, and move r3 (in multiple steps if necessary) to a position
p such that 4p1p2p is similar to F . There are at most two candidates for p, and if there are two, then r3 chooses the
one closer.12 While moving toward p, if its next location is not p, then r3 always chooses its next location p3 so that
dist(p1, p2) < dist(p2, p3) < dist(p1, p3) continues to hold,13 so that r3 will continue to be identified as the only robot
that is allowed to move. By repeating this, r3 eventually reaches p. 
Let us turn to the case n ≥ 4. We say that a configuration I of n ≥ 4 robots is stable if there are exactly three robots on
C(P(I)) and their positions do not form a regular triangle. A stable configuration I is said to be T-stable if two of the three
robots on C(P(I)) are located on a diameter of C(P(I)) and the third is on its perpendicular bisector. See Fig. 4. In this case
we say that the three robots are in a T-formation. As shown in the figure, a T-formation can be used to define the origin and
the x- and y-axes of a coordinate system.
It is easy to see that, if I is stable, then I is rigid and ρ(I) = 1. Therefore, as discussed earlier, the robots can be ordered
as r1r2 · · · rn, where the ordering is unique except for those robots at a multiplicity.14We can refer to the robots using
their indices ‘‘i’’ in the ordering, whichwe call their ranks. (All robots know the ranks of all robots, except for some ambiguity
of the ranks of those at a multiplicity.) For instance, as shown in Fig. 5 if in a T-stable configuration there are three robots
10 For example, r2 compares r1 and r3 in terms of [p1]Z2 and [p3]Z2 , and chooses a smaller one, with respect to the lexicographical order on R2 .
11 Recall that the robots can recognize multiplicities.
12 If the two candidates p and p′ are equidistant from r3 , then r3 breaks the tie by comparing [p]Z3 and [p′]Z3 in lexicographic order and choosing, for
instance, the one that is smaller. Once r3 moves toward that point, it will be the closer point thereafter.
13 Again, this can be done in some deterministic manner. We omit the details.
14 Note that r1r2 · · · rn implies that distZ∗h (o, pi) ≤ distZ∗h (o, pi+1) for any i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 and rh ∈ R.
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Fig. 5. A T-stable configuration with ten robots. There are three robots at o and two robots at (1/2, 0).
at o = (0, 0), one robot at (1/4, 0), two robots at (1/2, 0), one robot at (3/4, 0), one robot at (1, 0), one robot at (0, 1), and
one robot at (−1, 0), then:
1. The three robots at o only know that their ranks and names are either 1 and r1 (resp.), 2 and r2 (resp.), or 3 and r3 (resp).
2. The robot at (1/4, 0) has rank 4 and knows its name r4.
3. The two robots at (1/2, 0) only know that their ranks and names are either 5 and r5 (resp.), or 6 and r6 (resp).
4. The robot at (3/4, 0) has rank 7 and knows its name r7.
5. The ranks and names of the three robots at (1, 0), (0, 1) and (−1, 0) are uniquely determined by their (distinct) sights
in their respective natural local systems, and the robots know them. The ranks and names are 8 and r8 (resp.), 9 and r9
(resp.), and 10 and r10 (resp.), and they are assigned so that [P(I∗)]Z∗8 < [P(I∗)]Z∗9 < [P(I∗)]Z∗10 .
Clearly, any configuration J obtained from a stable configuration I by relocating any robot in the interior of C(P(I)) to
another point in the interior of C(P(I)) is stable and (hence) satisfies ρ(J) = 1. Note that the order  can change after a
move, and thus a robot can have different ranks (and hence different names) at different times.
In the rest of this section, we assume that the points in F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} satisfy f1 ≤1F f2 ≤1F · · · ≤1F fn. This, together
with an earlier assumption, implies that |f1| ≤ |f2| ≤ · · · ≤ |fn| ≤ 1/2, where |f | = dist((0, 0), f ).
Let Z ′ be a coordinate system. We say that a configuration I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} is i-similar to F under Z ′ if there exists
a subsetR′ ⊆ R of size i such that Fi = {f1, f2, . . . , fi} equals {[pi]Z ′ |ri ∈ R′} as a multiset, i.e., the positions of i robots in I
match Fi after translation, rotation and uniform scaling according to Z ′.
Lemma 8. Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} be any pattern consisting of n ≥ 4 points. There is an oblivious formation algorithm ψ for F ,
provided that the initial configuration I0 satisfies ρ(I0) = 1 (and the robots occupy distinct positions).
Proof. We present an oblivious algorithm ψ for forming F . Roughly speaking, in Phase 1, algorithm ψ changes the initial
configuration I0 into a T-stable configuration I without multiplicities and without any robot at the center of C(P(I)), where
the robots are ranked by total order r1  r2  · · ·  rn, with rn−2, rn−1 and rn in a T-formation on C(P(I)). In Phase 2,
it chooses a suitable coordinate system Z˜ and, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 3, one by one and in this order, moves robot ri to its
final position f˜i in Z , which is the point whose coordinates in Z˜ is fi (i.e., [f˜i]Z˜ = fi), to make the configuration successively
1-similar, 2-similar, . . . , and (n − 3)-similar, to F under Z˜ , without destroying the T-stability. Finally, in Phases 3, 4 and 5,
the three unmatched robots (called rn−2, rn−1 and rn so far, though hereafter we can no longer refer to them by their ranks
because the smallest enclosing circle of the robot positions will change) are moved to positions f˜n−2, f˜n−1 and f˜n, to make the
configuration successively (n− 2)-similar, (n− 1)-similar, and n-similar, to F under Z˜ .15
As noted earlier, ψ is a function of current configuration. We design ψ so that, in any given configuration I that is not
similar to F , there is exactly one robot that is allowed to move. (All other robots, when they become active, remain at their
current positions.) Of course, when the chosen robot moves, a new configuration is reached and ψ is applied again to that
configuration. So, for instance, if we wish to move robot r to position p, possibly in multiple steps since p can be far, then we
need to make sure that, in all subsequent configurations reached before r arrives at p, (1) r is the only robot that is allowed
to move, and (2) r computes position p correctly. Presentingψ purely as a function that has such properties, however, does
not help the reader to understand what operation is being intended. Thus, in the following, we mainly give a high-level
description of the intended operation (e.g., ‘‘move robot r to position p’’, ‘‘go to Phase 3’’), together with some details of ψ
as a function to support our claim that the intended operation can indeed be realized by function ψ .
Let I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a given (current) configuration.
[Precondition for Phase 1] I is not n-similar to F , and it does not satisfy any of the preconditions for Phases 2–5. ρ(I) = 1
and the robots occupy distinct positions.
15 It is possible that Z˜ changes during the execution of ψ .
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Fig. 6. Illustration for Phase 1, case j = 1. Robot rn−2 moves perpendicularly away from the diameter that rn−1 and rn form.
[Phase 1] Let C = C(P(I)) = C(o, d). If there is a robot r at o, ψ moves r slightly out of o to a position that is not occupied
by any other robot and that is closer to o than the position of any other robot. After the move, since no other robot is at
exactly the same distance from o as r , ρ(I) = 1 holds. (Technically, as noted above, we ‘‘exit’’ Phase 1 (andψ) when r moves
out of o, and ψ is applied again to the resulting configuration. Since clearly ψ enters Phase 1 again when applied to the
resulting configuration, we continue to describe below what operations are done next. For convenience, we often use the
same convention to describe the rest of the algorithm.)
Assume that there is no robot at o. Then, since I has no multiplicities,  gives a unique total order on R, where
r1  r2  · · ·  rn. Let rn−j, rn−j+1, . . . , rn, j ≥ 1, be the robots on C . We first change the configuration so that there
are exactly three robots on C .
If j = 1, then the two robots rn−1 and rn on C form a diameter of C . See Fig. 6. Let q be one of the two intersections,
whichever is closer to rn−2, of C and the line perpendicular to the diameter and passing through rn−2, where in the case of a
tie (i.e., rn−2 is on the diameter) rn−2 chooses one as q in some deterministic manner using its current sight [P(I)]Zn−2 based
onρ(I) = 1. (Here and in the rest of the paper, we leave such unimportant details ofψ unspecified.) Then rn−2moves toward
q (no other robot is allowed to move). Note that no robot lies between rn−2’s current position and q (hence no multiplicities
will be created by the move), rn−2’s rank does not change by the move, and the ρ value of the configuration immediately
after the move is 1 (since after the move, either no other robot is at exactly the same distance from o as rn−2, or rn−2 has
reached q and forms a T-formation together with rn−1 and rn). Thus rn−2 repeatedly moves toward q and eventually reaches
there.
If j ≥ 3, then there are more than three robots on C . Note that among robots rn−j, rn−j+1, . . . , rn that are on C , three
of them form an acute triangle. Thus we can move the remaining robots to the interior of C without changing C and leave
exactly three robot on C . Specifically, let rj′ be the robot having the smallest index (i.e., smallest in terms of ) such that
moving rj′ slightly toward o does not change C . Robot rj′ chooses a point q reachable in one step between its current position
pj′ and o such that no other robot is currently located at distance dist(o, q) from o, and moves there in one step (no other
robot is allowed to move). The configuration J obtained immediately after the move satisfies ρ(J) = 1, since rj′ is the only
robot at distance dist(o, q) from o. Thus by repeating this procedure while j ≥ 3, we can decrease the number of robots on
C to three while keeping C and ρ unchanged.
If j = 2, then rn−2, rn−1, rn are the only robots on C . These robots move on C and form a T-formation, as follows. See
Fig. 7. Let pn−2, pn−1 and pn be the current positions of rn−2, rn−1, rn, respectively, and let p′n−2, p
′
n−1 and p′n be the points on
C opposite from pn−2, pn−1 and pn, respectively. (Points pn−2, pn−1, pn form an acute triangle, and pn−2p′n−2, pn−1p
′
n−1 and
pnp′n are diameters of C .) First, we let two of the three robots form a diameter of C . To do so, let the robot that is closest to
one of p′n−2, p
′
n−1 and p′n (breaking ties using) move toward that point on C . C does not change by this move, because the
three robots continue to form an acute triangle after the move. By repeating this (although the robot that moves might be
different each time because the robot’s ranks can change after each move), eventually a robot reaches the opposite position
of another robot, and forms a diameter of C . When this is done, the third robot moves on C to form a T-formation. (End of
Phase 1.)
The T-stable configuration reached in Phase 1 satisfies the following precondition for Phase 2. In the following, let e ≥ 0
be the number of robots required at (0, 0) in F .
[Precondition for Phase 2] I is T-stable, with robots rn−2, rn−1, rn in a T-formation on C = C(P(I)) = C(o, d). For some
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 3, I is (i− 1)-similar to F , but not i-similar to F , under coordinate system Z˜ explained below. There are exactly
min{i−1, e} robots at o.16 Points pi, pi+1, . . . , pn are all distinct, and hence there is a unique total order ri  ri+1  · · ·  rn.
16 If I is T-stable, e = 0 and there is a robot at o, then we enter Phase 1 and move the robot at o to some other position.
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Fig. 7. One of the robots on C closest to p′n−2 , p
′
n−1 or p′n moves to make the gap smaller.
Fig. 8. A 3-similar configuration (with robots at f˜1 , f˜2 and f˜3) becomes 4-similar when robot r4 reaches f˜4 using a safe move. The x- and y-axes shown belong
to Z˜ . The three robots on C are rn−2 , rn−1 and rn .
[Phase 2] Algorithmψ changes I , possibly inmultiple steps, into a new configuration that is T-stable and i-similar to F under
Z˜ , with exactlymin{i, e} robots at o. By repeating this operation, eventually a configuration that is T-stable and (n−3)-similar
to F under Z˜ is reached.
The coordinate system Z˜ under which the robot positions are matched to the positions in F is determined as follows (see
the definition of i-similarity.) The origin o = (0, 0) and the two axes of Z˜ are uniquely determined from the T-formation,
as shown in Fig. 4. The magnitude of the unit distance in Z˜ is d/2`, where d is the radius of C , and ` is the smallest positive
integer such that
(D) |f˜j| < |pj| for each i ≤ j ≤ n.
Condition (D) implies that the magnitude of the unit distance is chosen sufficiently small so that no robot that has not
reached its final position ever needs to move away from o when moving to that position. Indeed, as explained below, we
move the robots to their final positions using what we call a ‘‘safe move’’ in which no robot ever moves away from o. This,
together with the fact that the robots closer to omove to their final positions before those that are further from o, ensures
that the magnitude of the unit distance once chosen by a robot whose final position is not o never changes in subsequent
executions of Phase 2 by other robots. Thus, a robot that has reached its final position in Phase 2 never has to move again.
Specifically:
Case 1: 1 ≤ i ≤ min{e, n− 3}.
Robot ri moves toward, and eventually reaches, o. (No other robot is allowed to move.)
Case 2: e < i ≤ n− 3.
Robot ri moves to f˜i using the following safe move with respect to o. (No other robot is allowed to move.) See Fig. 8.
Suppose that ri and f˜i are at distances d′ and d′′ from o, respectively, i.e., |pi| = d′ and |f˜i| = d′′. By the choice of the
unit distance in Z˜ , we have d′′ < d′.
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Fig. 9. Robots a and b support Z˜ with origin o and x- and y-axes, respectively, through them. Robot c moves to f˜n−2 using a modified safe move with respect
to o. The smallest enclosing circle C shown that has been maintained through to the end of Phase 2 changes as soon as c starts to move.
(a) If there is another robot at distance d′ from o, then ri moves slightly toward o, so that ri, now at distance d′′′ from o
where d′′ < d′′′ < d′, is the only robot at distance d′′′ from o.
(b) If ri is at distance d′′′ > |f˜i| from o and there are no other robots at distance d′′′ from o, then rimoves counterclockwise
on C(o, d′′′) until o, f˜i and ri are collinear in this order.
(c) If o, f˜i and ri are collinear in this order, then ri repeatedly moves toward, and eventually reaches, f˜i.
(End of Phase 2.)
Remark 1. If e ≥ n− 3, then once n− 3 robots move to o, the configuration becomes (n− 3)-similar to F with respect to
Z˜ , and hence ψ no longer enters Phase 2 (it enters Phase 3 instead). 
Remark 2. In the T-stable configuration that is (n−3)-similar to F obtained eventually in Phase 2, because of (D), ` ≥ 1 and
the assumption that |fn| < 1/2, the n− 3 robots that are matched to Fn−3 lie in the interior of C(o, d/4), whereas the three
unmatched robots are at distance d from o. (d is the radius of C .) We use this property in subsequent phases to distinguish
the unmatched robots from the matched robots. 
In Phases 3–5, algorithmψ moves, one by one, the three unmatched robots rn−2, rn−1 and rn in the T-stable configuration
that is (n − 3)-similar to F obtained in Phase 2, to f˜n−2, f˜n−1 and f˜n.17 Hereafter, we shall refer to these robots as a, b and c ,
as shown in Fig. 4, because we cannot maintain (the minimum enclosing circle C and) the robots’ ranks any further.
In Phase 3, robot c moves to f˜n−2. (No other robot is allowed to move.) Now we show that even while c moves toward
f˜n−2, it is still possible to infer Z˜ from the locations of a, b and the n− 3 robots that match Fn−3. See Fig. 9 for illustration. If
c did not exist, then clearly the origin o of Z˜ is the unique point equidistant from a and b such that (1) 6 aob = 90◦ and (2)
n− 3 ≥ 1 robots lie within distance d/4 of o, where d is the distance between o and robot a. The only uncertainty about the
location of o arises when n = 4 and c comes near the symmetric image of o with respect to ab (shown as o′ in Fig. 9). We
shall avoid this uncertainty by not allowing c to come near o′. Once the origin o is identified, the+x and+y directions are
identified as directions from o to a and b, respectively, and the magnitude of the unit distance is also uniquely determined
as in Phase 2. In the situation just described, we say that robots a and b support Z˜ .
It is possible that the T-stable configuration (n − 3)-similar to F obtained in Phase 2 is n-similar to F . If it is not, then it
satisfies the following precondition for Phase 3.
[Precondition for Phase 3] I is (n − 3)-similar to F , but not (n − 2)-similar. Specifically, I is (n − 3)-similar to F in the
coordinate system Z˜ with origin o and unit distance satisfying condition (D) that two robots a and b support, where R′ is
the set of n − 3 matching robots, and a, b and c 6∈ R′ are the three unmatched robots. When we enter Phase 3 for the first
time, a, b and c form a T-formation, as shown in Fig. 4. Let d be the distance between o and robot a.
[Phase 3] Robot c is the only robot that is allowed to move. See Fig. 9. Robot c moves to f˜n−2 (which is the point whose
coordinates in Z˜ are fn−2) using a modified safe move with respect to origin o — the modification is that in step (a) of the
safe move, c repeatedly moves toward o until it reaches a point at distance d/4 of o. (When that is done, c is the only
robot at distance d/4 from o. Steps (b) and (c) remain the same.) Clearly, during the move, c never enters the area near
17 There is no predetermined correspondence between the three robots and the three final positions.
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Fig. 10. Illustration for Phase 4. In Stage 1, robot bmoves as shown. In Stage 2, the robots inR\{a} arrange themselves into an (n−1)-similar configuration
by letting one robot r move to a position that can be interpreted as f˜n−1 under some coordinate system.
o′. Furthermore, before c arrives at f˜n−2, a and b continue to be the only pair of robots that support a coordinate system
under which the current configuration is (n− 3)-similar to F . (If c uses the original safe move to approach f˜n−2 maintaining
a distance of almost d from o in step (a), then it is possible that c and a, or c and b, are considered to be supporting a coordinate
system under which the current configuration is (n− 3)-similar to F .) When c reaches f˜n−2, a configuration J that is (n− 2)-
similar to F has been obtained. Note that in J , a and b are the only robots that are far from the origin o of Z˜ — they are at
distance d from o, while all other robots are within distance d/4 of o. Clearly, because of the locations of a and b, ρ(J) = 1
holds. (End of Phase 3.)
It is possible that the configuration (n − 2)-similar to F obtained in Phase 3 is n-similar to F . If it is not, then it satisfies
the following precondition for Phase 4.
[Precondition for Phase 4] I is (n−2)-similar to F , but not (n−1)-similar, and ρ(I) = 1. Specifically, there exists a unique
setR′ of n− 2 robots whose positions match Fn−2 with a smallest scaling factor,18 with a and b 6∈ R′ being the unmatched
robots, in some coordinate system Z˜ with origin o such that a is at (d, 0) and the robots inR′ lie in the interior of C(o, d/4).19
When we enter Phase 4 for the first time, a and b are at (d, 0) and (0, d), respectively, and support Z˜ , as shown in Fig. 10.
[Phase 4] The robots move in two stages.
Stage 1: Robot b is the only robot that is allowed to move. Robot b repeatedly moves toward o, and eventually reaches
the point p at distance d/4 from o. See Fig. 10.
At this moment, we have reached a configuration J that satisfies the following precondition for Stage 2:
(P) (1) ρ(J) = 1, (2) for some d > 0, the robots inR′ ∪ {b} = R \ {a} lie within a disk of radius d/4, (3) a is the only
robot that is at distance at least 3d/4 from the rest of the robots, and (4) the positions of at least n− 2 robots inR \ {a}
match Fn−2 (for convenience of explanation we say that ‘‘R \ {a} is (n− 2)-similar to F ’’).
We then repeat Stage 2 while precondition (P) holds, to turnR \ {a} into an (n− 1)-similar configuration, if it is not yet
(n− 1)-similar. Suppose thatR \ {a} is not (n− 1)-similar.
Stage 2: Let R′′ be the subset of R \ {a} consisting of n − 2 robots whose positions match Fn−2, such that the distance
between the (unique) unmatched robot r ∈ (R \ {a}) \R′′ and position f˜n−1 (in the coordinate system under which the
(n − 2)-similarity is established for R \ {a}) is smallest.20 (Ties are broken in the usual manner, based on ρ(J) = 1.)
Now, robot r moves toward f˜n−1, and reaches there if it is reachable in one step (no other robot is allowed tomove). Once
Stage 2 starts, its precondition (P) continues to hold, and hence Stage 2 is executed repeatedly, until R \ {a} becomes
(n − 1)-similar to F . Note that R′′, r 6∈ R′′ and f˜n−1 can change in the subsequent executions of Stage 2. However, the
distance over which robot r must travel to reach f˜n−1 becomes smaller and smaller in each subsequent execution, and
hence eventually a robot chosen as r reaches its destination f˜n−1 in one step. At that moment, a configuration in which
R \ {a} is (n− 1)-similar to F has been obtained. (Hence, the configuration is at least (n− 1)-similar to F .) Since a is still
the only robot that is far from the rest of the robots, the ρ value of the resulting configuration is 1.
(End of Phase 4.)
It is possible that the configuration (n − 1)-similar to F obtained in Phase 4 is n-similar to F . If it is not, then it satisfies
the following precondition for Phase 5.
18 There could exist multiple scaling factors for matching n−2 of the n robots to Fn−2 , as well as multiple subsets of n−2 robots that match Fn−2 for each
larger scaling factor.
19 Such Z˜ may or may not be unique.
20 Again, there could exist multiple subsets of n− 2 robots that match Fn−2 .
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[Precondition for Phase 5] I is (n − 1)-similar to F , but not n-similar, and ρ(I) = 1. LetR′ be the subset of n − 1 robots
whose positions match Fn−1, such that the distance between the unmatched robot a 6∈ R′ and position f˜n (in the coordinate
system under which the (n − 1)-similarity is established forR′) is smallest.21 (Ties are broken in the usual manner, based
on ρ(I) = 1.)
[Phase 5] Robot amoves toward f˜n, and reaches there if it is reachable in one step (no other robot is allowed tomove).When
doing so, a avoids occupying any of the finite number of locations that destroys the property that the ρ value of the resulting
configuration is 1. Once Phase 5 starts, its precondition continues to hold, and hence Phase 5 is executed repeatedly, until
the resulting configuration becomes n-similar to F . Note thatR′, a 6∈ R′ and f˜n can change in the subsequent executions of
Phase 5. However, the distance over which robot amust travel to reach f˜n becomes smaller and smaller in each subsequent
execution of Phase 5, and hence eventually a robot chosen as robot a reaches its destination f˜n in one step. At that moment,
a configuration that is n-similar to F has been obtained. (End of Phase 5.) 
7. Oblivious robots in the SSYNCHmodel
This section investigates the general formation problem for n ≥ 3 oblivious SSYNCH robots. Let F be a given pattern and
I0 be an initial configuration. We present an algorithm ψ that solves the formation problem for F starting from I0, provided
that ρ(F) is divisible by σ(I0). Let us start with an introduction of a key procedure.
7.1. Procedure B
Given a configuration I , the value σo(I) (and hence σ(I)) depends not only on the robots’ positions pi but also on their
local coordination systems Zi, which are invisible to the robots. In the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [10], each robot fully makes
use of its memory to construct its ‘‘view’’22 by recognizing Zi from themove history of each robot ri; Zi is encoded in its move
history. Oblivious robots cannot construct the view in this way, and this fact seems to show the limit of obliviousness. The
following Procedure B is used to overcome this weakness, provided that the robot positions are all distinct.
For any two configurations I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and J = {(qi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, define d(I, J) as follows: d(I, J) = 0
if pi = qi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Otherwise, d(I, J) = min1≤i≤n {dist(pi, qi)|pi 6= qi}. That is, d(I, J), P(I) 6= P(J), is the smallest
positive distance between the positions of any robot ri in I and J . Let I be the set of all configurations. Using d(I, J), define
δ0(I) = minJ∈I {d(I, J)|ρ(I) < ρ(J)}. That is, δ0(I) is the minimum distance that a robot needs to move to increase the ρ
value, or equivalently, ρ(I) ≥ ρ(J) holds if max1≤i≤n dist(pi, qi) < δ0(I). Obviously, δ0(I) is well-defined and δ0(I) > 0.
Then define δ(I) = min{δ0(I), δ1(I)}/2, where δ1(I) = min1≤i<j≤n dist(pi, pj) is the smallest robot-to-robot distance in I .
By definition, δ(I) depends only on the robots’ positions, and any active robot ri can compute it in Z∗i . Denote by δ
∗
i (I) the
magnitude of δ(I) in Z∗i .
Before proceeding further, recall that the local coordinate system Zi = (oi, di) of ri is specified by a pair of points oi
and di in R2. Although ri knows where these points are, it does not know their coordinates in Z , since it is not aware of Z .





Let η∗i = dist(o∗i , d∗i ) denote the magnitude of the unit distance of Zi in terms of Z∗i . By assumption, ri can move up to a
distance of η∗i in Z
∗
i in one step. We need the following property.
Proposition 9. There exists a function h that maps a pair (p, q) of points in R2 and a positive real d ∈ R to a positive real value
h(p, q, d) in R, with the following properties.
1. h is one-to-one with respect to (p, q) regardless of the third parameter, i.e., if (p, q) 6= (p′, q′) then h(p, q, d) 6= h(p′, q′, d′)
for any d, d′ > 0.
2. h(p, q, d) ≤ d.
Proof. See the Appendix. 
If σ(I) < ρ(I), then the robots can reduce the ρ value by executing Procedure B given below. Procedure B uses a function
h described in Proposition 9 and the following fact that follows immediately from the properties of h. Let ri and rj be two
robots located at the same distance from the center o of the smallest enclosing circle C of the robot positions in configuration
I . If (o∗i , d
∗
i ) 6= (o∗j , d∗j ), then (1) ri can move over distance h(o∗i , d∗i ,min{η∗i , δ∗i (I)}) in Z∗i in one step, (2) rj can move over
distance h(o∗j , d
∗
j ,min{η∗j , δ∗j (I)}) in Z∗j in one step, and (3) h(o∗i , d∗i ,min{η∗i , δ∗i (I)}) 6= h(o∗j , d∗j ,min{η∗j , δ∗j (I)}). Of course,




[Procedure B for robot ri]
Let I = {(pi, Zi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a configuration such that the robots’ positions are all distinct and σ(I) < ρ(I) = m.
Let o be the point such that ρ(I) = ρo(I). (o is unique, since ρ(I) > 1.) The robots are then ordered in groups of m as
21 As mentioned earlier, there could exist multiple subsets of n− 1 robots that match Fn−1 .
22 View is used to define a partition of the robots into subsets forming regular polygons in [10]. It contains the same information as I .
23 Z∗i and Z
∗
j share a common unit distance, because ri and rj are located at the same distance from o.
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Fig. 11.Move of active robots in Procedure B. (a) ρ(I) = 4; every robot ri moves away from o over distance i . (b) ρ(I) = 2 and all robots lie on line L; the
robots forming the inner-most regular 2-gon move perpendicularly away from L, while all other robots move away from o.
R1  R2  · · ·  Rk, k = n/m, where each group forms a regular m-gon with center o. An active robot ri executes the
following. See Fig. 11.
Let i = h(o∗i , d∗i ,min{η∗i , δ∗i (I)}). Robot ri moves straight away from o over distance i in Z∗i , except, if all robots are
located on a single line L (this implies o is on L andm = 2) and ri is one of the inner-most pair of robots inR1 = {r1, r2},
then ri moves perpendicularly away from L in a counterclockwise direction with respect to o, over distance i in Z∗i .
(End of Procedure B.)
Lemma 10. Let I be a configuration of n ≥ 3 robots such that the robots’ positions are all distinct and σ(I) < ρ(I). By repeatedly
executing Procedure B, the robots can eventually reach, in finite time, a configuration J such that the robots’ positions are all
distinct and ρ(J) divides σ(I).
Proof. See Remark 3 and the Appendix. 
Remark 3. An intuition in the proof of Lemma 10 is the following. First, the maximum distance that a robot moves in one
step in Procedure B in configuration I is limited by δ(I) (in Z), which ensures that the ρ value of the resulting configuration
never increases and no two robots occupy the same position. Second, the move of an active robot ri depends critically on
(o∗i , d
∗
i ) that represents its local coordinate system Zi = (oi, di) in Z∗i , so that if two robots ri and rj, located at symmetric
positions with respect to the center o of the smallest enclosing circle C of the robot positions, have non-symmetric local
coordinate systems (i.e., (o∗i , d
∗
i ) 6= (o∗j , d∗j )), then they move over different distances in one step when they both become
active (or one moves and the other stays if only one of them becomes active), and hence their next positions will no longer
be symmetric with respect to o. Consequently, the ρ value of the resulting configuration becomes smaller than (and in fact
divides) that of the previous configuration. 
We then have the following.
Corollary 11. Let I0 be a configuration of n ≥ 3 robots in which the robots’ positions are all distinct. Let F be a pattern such that
σ(I0) divides ρ(F). If ρ(I0) > ρ(F), then by repeatedly executing Procedure B, the robots can eventually reach, in finite time, a
configuration J of distinct positions such that ρ(J) divides ρ(F).
7.2. A formation algorithm for oblivious robots in the SSYNCH model
In this subsection, we present an oblivious formation algorithmψ for forming a given pattern F of n ≥ 3 robots, starting
with any initial configuration I0 of distinct robot positions such that σ(I0) divides ρ(F).
First consider the case n = 3.
Lemma 12. Let F = {f1, f2, f3} be any pattern consisting of three points. There is an oblivious formation algorithmψ for F starting
from an initial configuration I0, if σ(I0) divides ρ(F).
Proof. If F is a single multiplicity of size n = 3, then the claim follows from Proposition 5. So assume that F is not. By
Corollary 11, assume without loss of generality that ρ(I0) divides ρ(F). If ρ(I0) = 1, then we apply algorithmψ of Lemma 7
to form F . If ρ(I0) = 3 and (necessarily) ρ(F) = 3, then the robots form a regular triangle in I0 (since their positions are
distinct) and F is a regular triangle (since F is not a single multiplicity of size 3). Thus the robots already form F in I0. 
Lemma 13. Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} be any pattern consisting of n ≥ 4 points. There is an oblivious formation algorithm ψ for
forming F starting from any initial configuration I0 of distinct robot positions such that σ(I0) divides ρ(F).
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Proof. If F is a singlemultiplicity of size n, then the claim follows fromProposition 5. So assume that F is not. By Corollary 11,
assume without loss of generality that ρ(I0) divides ρ(F). If ρ(I0) = 1, then algorithmψ in Lemma 8 can be used to form F .
Thus in the following we assume that ρ(I0) ≥ 2 and (necessarily) ρ(F) ≥ 2. If ρ(I0) = n, then ρ(F) = n, and thus the robots
form a regular n-gon (since there are no multiplicities in I0) and F is a regular n-gon (since F is not a single multiplicity of
size n); this means the robots already form F . Therefore in the following, assume that ρ(I0) < n.
Consider any configuration I = {(pi, Zi)1 ≤ i ≤ n} reached from I0 using algorithm ψ we are about to describe, and
assume that ρ(I) = m. As will be seen in the following, whenever the ρ value of the current configuration decreases after a
move during the execution ofψ , then the new ρ value divides the previous ρ value. Thusm < n andm divides ρ(F). Assume
that m ≥ 2 in the following. (If m = 1 and there are no multiplicities in I , then algorithm ψ described in Section 6 takes
over and the robots form F using it. Ifm = 1 and there are multiplicities in I , then we ‘‘repair’’ I to bring the ρ value back to
a previous value that is greater than 1. The details will be given later.)
Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gk be the partition of F into k m-gons with a common center, where k = n/m ≥ 2 and the Gi’s are
sorted with respect to ≤mF . We may assume without loss of generality that the common center has coordinates (0, 0). Also
R is partitioned into k subsets R1,R2, . . . ,Rk, sorted with respect to , where the corresponding partition of P(I) into
Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qk gives k regularm-gons having a common center o. Let C = C(P(I)) = C(o, d) be the smallest enclosing circle
of the robot positions in I . We may assume without loss of generality that o = (0, 0).
For any i = 1, 2, . . . , k, we say that I is i-Gsimilar to F if and only if the positions of the robots in R1,R2, . . . ,Ri
interpreted in some coordinate system Z ′ match G1,G2, . . . ,Gi.
Although  does not specify an order on the partitions of the robots at o and the robots in the same partition, the i-
Gsimilarity is well-defined. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k in this order, if I is (i−1)-Gsimilar to F but not i-Gsimilar to F , then algorithm
ψ attempts to move the robots inRi to Gi simultaneously (though this obviously fails if not all robots inRi become active
simultaneously). This is done in the same spirit as converting an (i−1)-similar configuration into an i-similar configuration
in Section 6 for the case ρ(I) = 1, except that, now, the m ≥ 2 robots inRi must all move to their respective positions to
form Gi. Because of the similarity between the two cases, we only list the differences of the present case in comparison to
the previous (ρ(I) = 1) case, instead of giving a complete description of ψ form ≥ 2.
1. We do the following before attempting to move the robots inR1 to form G1. Namely, ifRk−1 andRk are both on C , then
the robots inRkmove slightly away from o, so that theywill be the only robots on the new smallest enclosing circle of the
robot positions in the resulting configuration.24 Suppose that them robots inRk move simultaneously away from o over
the same distance, and hence in the resulting configuration, the ρ value ism and the robots inRk are the only robots on
the smallest enclosing circle C ′ = (o, d′) of the robot positions. Then regardless of how the robots inR1∪R2∪· · ·∪Rk−1
move in the interior of C ′ thereafter, (1) the center o of C ′ remains unambiguously recognizable and (2) the ρ value of
the subsequent configurations never becomes greater thanm.
2. Since m ≥ 2 and there are no multiplicities in I0, there are no robots at o in I0. Thus we do not need to remove robots
from o before starting to move the robots inR1 to the positions that match G1.
3. In order to form F , in Section 6 the robots used a common coordinate system Z˜ , where its origin and orientation were
indicated by the three robots in a T-formation (Phase 1), and the magnitude of its unit distance was chosen according
to condition (D) (Phase 2). In the present case, because of the rotational symmetry (of both F and R) with respect to
o at intervals of 2pi/m and the presence of m robots in Rk = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} forming the outermost regular m-gon
with center o, each robot uj in Ri = {u1, u2, . . . , um}, when deciding its destination gj to form Gi, can (1) individually
use a coordinate system Z˜j with origin o, whose x-axis goes through sj (where for notational convenience, assume that
sj is the robot in Rk closest to uj, with ties broken in some deterministic manner), and whose magnitude of the unit
distance is determined according to condition (D), and (2) individually choose, from among them possible locations that
match Gi in Z˜j, the point that is closest to its current location (breaking ties in some deterministic manner).25 Then the
coordinate systems Z˜1, Z˜2, . . . , Z˜m are rotationally symmetric with respect to o at intervals of 2pi/m, and the destinations
g1, g2, . . . , gm that the robots inRi compute form a regularm-gon with center o that match Gi. The robots then move to
their respective destinations, each using a safe move with respect to o. See Fig. 12 for illustration.
4. Unlike the case discussed in Section 6, since T-formation is not used in the present case, no special actions are needed to
move the robots in the last three groupsRk−2,Rk−1 andRk.
5. Obviously, in the above description, if all robots inRi always become active simultaneously and always move over the
same distance for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then the robots eventually arrive at a formation similar to F , always maintaining the ρ
value ofm. Now we discuss the operation that ψ performs when the ρ values decreases during the execution.
Suppose that, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k, while the robots in Ri are moving toward their destinations that match Gi, a
configuration J ′ with ρ(J ′) = m′ is reached from configuration J with ρ(J) = m, where 1 ≤ m′ < m. Since the robots in
Ri are the only robots that caused the change in ρ in a single move,m′ must dividem.26
24 Of course, if the ρ value m drops to 1 in this move (because, for instance, only some of the robots in Rk become active, or the distances over which
the active robots inRk move are not the same) and the resulting configuration has no multiplicities, then algorithmψ of Section 6 is started. Ifm drops to
some value greater than 1, then the operation described so far is repeated, using the new ρ value and the corresponding new partitions ofR and P(I).
25 Since all robots inRi break the ties using the same method, no two robots will choose the same point as their destinations.
26 This observation explains an earlier claim in the second paragraph of this proof.
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Fig. 12. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 13, for the case n = 12, m = 4 and k = 3. (The points in G3 are not shown.) The robots in R1 have already
reached the points in G1 . Now the robots inR2 = {u1, u2, u3, u4} attempt to move to the points in G2 , each using a safe move. The axes marked x′ and y′
are those of Z˜1 that u1 uses to determine its final position that corresponds to one of the points in G2 .
(a) As mentioned earlier, ifm′ = 1 and J ′ has no multiplicities, then ψ of Section 6 takes over the control.
(b) Ifm′ ≥ 2, then the entire operation described above is restarted using this new ρ value. This means that both F and
R are decomposed into k′ = n/m′ regular m′-gons, G′1,G′2, . . . ,G′k′ and R′1,R′2, . . . ,R′k′ , respectively, and, in the
order i = 1, 2, . . . , k′, the robots in R′i are moved to form G′i using a safe move. If for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k′ the robots
in R′1,R
′
2, . . . ,R
′




2, . . . ,G
′
j , then these robots will not move any further, since their
current positions (reached using the ρ value ofm) are indeed their final positions underm′. (Note, in particular, that
the magnitude of the unit distance computed underm does not change underm′.)
(c) Finally, suppose that m′ = 1 and J ′ has multiplicities. The reason for m′ = 1 is that, while executing a safe move,
either (1) some robots in Ri were not active in J , or (2) some robots active in J moved over a smaller distance than
others. In this case we ‘‘restore’’ the previous value ofm by letting such robots ‘‘catch up’’ with the rest of the robots
inRi that are ‘‘ahead’’ of them. Specifically:
If 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1 (i.e.,Ri is not the outermost group of robots), then the robots inRi use the locations of the robots
in Rk as a reference to find out which of them are ‘‘behind’’ others (either while rotating about o or while moving
toward o during the safe move). Those that are behind continue to execute their safe moves till all of them catch up
with those ahead, so that the robots inRi again form a regular m-gon with center o. They then continue to execute
the safe move.
Likewise, if i = k, then the robots inRk (that have just deviated from a regularm-gon formation) use the positions
of the robots in Rk−1, currently forming a regular m-gon with center o and a non-zero radius, to align themselves
back into a regularm-gon with center o, and then continue to execute the safe move. (Note that k ≥ 2 and the robots
in each ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rk−1 form a regularm-gonwith center o in J ′. If the robots inRk−1 form a regularm-gonwith
radius 0, then all robots inR1∪R2∪· · ·∪Rk−1 are at o, and hence, since by assumption F is not a single multiplicity,
a formation similar to F has already been reached in configuration J . Then the robots would not have moved further
in J .) 
The next theorem presents our main result which, together with Theorems 2 and 3, shows that oblivious robots have the
same formation and convergence capabilities as non-oblivious robots if n ≥ 3.
Theorem 14. For any n ≥ 3 and any divisor m of n,
FSS,OBL(n,m) = FFS,OBL(n,m) = CSS,OBL(n,m) = CFS,OBL(n,m) = P (n,m).
Proof. By definition and Theorem 3, Lemmas 12 and 13, P (n,m) = CSS,MEM(n,m) ⊇ CSS,OBL(n,m) ⊇ FSS,OBL(n,m) ⊇
P (n,m) and P (n,m) = CFS,MEM(n,m) ⊇ CFS,OBL(n,m) ⊇ FFS,OBL(n,m) ⊇ FSS,OBL(n,m) ⊇ P (n,m). Thus the claim of the
theorem follows. 
8. Discussion and conclusion
Wehave shown that with a single exception of two robots attempting to form a point (of multiplicity two) in the SSYNCH
model, oblivious robots can form any pattern that non-oblivious robots can form. We have also shown that formation
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problems are no harder than the corresponding convergence problems for both oblivious robots and non-oblivious robots,
in both SSYNCH and FSYNCHmodels. Whether similar results hold in the ASYNCHmodel [6] in which robots’ moves are not
instantaneous and a robot may be seen by other robots while moving, remains to be investigated.
According to the definition given in Section 2.1, the local coordinate system Zi that robot ri uses to observe the locations
of all robots (including ri) is represented as a pair (oi, di) of fixed points in the plane. This implies that Zi remains stationary
regardless of ri’s moves, even if ri is oblivious. An alternative definition of obliviousness could require that ri ‘‘forgets’’ the
locations of oi and di—for instance, ri is at the origin (0, 0) of Zi whenever it becomes active (but the magnitude of the unit
distance and the direction of the positive x-axis of Zi never change). Even under this stronger definition of obliviousness,
with minor modifications of the proofs27 the main results of this paper given in Theorems 3, 6 and 14 continue to hold.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 9
We construct h as follows. First, fix any real-valued one-to-one function g : R→ (0, 1). Let p = (px, py) and q = (qx, qy)
be points in R2, and d ∈ R be a positive real. Take the following decimal representations
g(px) = 0.a1a2 · · ·
g(py) = 0.b1b2 · · ·
g(qx) = 0.c1c2 · · ·
g(qy) = 0.d1d2 · · ·
and let
h(p, q, d) = 0. 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
1a1b1c1d1a2b2c2d2 · · ·
in decimal representation, where l ≥ 0, the number of zeros after the decimal point and before the first 1, is the smallest
integer such that 0. 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
2 ≤ d. Clearly, 0 < h(p, q, d) ≤ d and h(p, q, d) 6= h(p′, q′, d′) for any (p, q) 6= (p′, q′) and
positive reals d and d′. 
Proof of Lemma 10
Suppose that, in configuration I , the robots’ positions are all distinct and σ(I) < ρ(I) = m. Note that m ≥ 2 (since
σ(I) ≥ 1). Assume that the active robots in I execute Procedure B and configuration J is reached. We already explained in
Remark 3 that the robots’ positions are all distinct in J and ρ(J) ≤ ρ(I).
Since m ≥ 2, the robots form k = n/m regular m-gons with common center o in I , and ρ(I) = ρo(I). Since
|Γo(I)| ≤ σ(I) ≤ ρo(I), there are robots ri, rj ∈ R such that they are on the same regular m-gon but have different sights,
i.e., there exists γ ∈ Γo(I) such that γ (pi) = pj and γ (Zi) 6= Zj. Then, by the definition of natural coordinate systems,
(o∗i , d
∗
i ) 6= (o∗j , d∗j ), which implies that i 6= j, where i = h(o∗i , d∗i ,min{η∗i , δ∗i (I)}) and j = h(o∗j , d∗j ,min{η∗j , δ∗j (I)}).
Since all robots become active infinitely many times, without loss of generality we assume that ri is active in I , and show
that ρ(J) < m. (Robot rj may or may not be active in I .)
First, assume that all robots are on a single line L that goes through o. Then m = 2, n ≥ 4 and k = n/m ≥ 2. Recall that
the inner-most pair r1 and r2 move perpendicularly away from L, while all other robots move away from o along L.
1. Suppose that ri is an inner-most robot, and without loss of generality assume that ri = r1 and rj = r2. Then in J , either
(1) r1 is the only robot not on L (Fig. 13(a)), or (2) r1 and r2 are the only robots not on L and (because 1 6= 2) they are
located at different distances from L (Fig. 13(b)). Thus ρ(J) = 1.
27 The only part of our discussion that critically depends on the existence of fixed pair (oi, di) for representing Zi is Procedure B. Briefly, under the
alternative definition of obliviousness, we modify Procedure B and function h so that ri in configuration I uses [P(I)]Zi instead of (o∗i , d∗i ) as an argument
of h.
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Fig. 13. Configuration J reached from I . (a) r1 is the only robot not on L. (b) r1 and r2 are at different distances from L. (c) The midpoint of r1 and r2 and the
midpoint of ri and rj are different. (d) The common center o′ of two regular 2-gons lying on L′ and L′′ in J must equal their common center o in I .
2. Suppose that ri is not an inner-most robot. See Fig. 13(c). Note that, in J , the midpoint of the locations of the inner-most
robots r1 and r2 lies on line L′ through o that is perpendicular to L. The ri–rj pair lies on L in J and the midpoint of their
locations is not on L′, because i 6= j. Thus ρ(J) = 1.
Since 1 divides σ(I), this completes the proof of the lemma for the case in which all robots are on a single line in I .
In the rest of the proof, assume that not all robots are on a single line in I , and hence all active robots in I move straight
away from o. For the purpose of deriving a contradiction, assume that ρ(J) = m. Let o′ be the center of rotation for J that
achieves ρ(J) = ρo′(J) = m. Note that, in both I and J , the robots are partitioned into k = n/m groups, each forming a
regularm-gon, with common center o in I , and with common center o′ in J . We first show that o = o′.
By the definition of δ∗h (I) and the fact that each robot rh active in I moves over distance h = h(o∗h, d∗h,min{η∗h, δ∗h (I)}) ≤
min{η∗h, δ∗h (I)} ≤ δ∗h (I) in Z∗h , it is easy to see that two robots can both be part of a (common) regular m-gon in J only if
they both are part of a (common) regular m-gon in I . Thus every set of m robots forming a regular m-gon with center o in
I again forms a regular m-gon in J . Clearly, if m ≥ 3, then the centers of two regular m-gons that the same set of robots
forms in I and J cannot be different, because all active robots in I move straight away from o to their respective positions
in J . Thus o = o′ if m ≥ 3. If m = 2 (and not all robots are on a single line in I , by assumption), then, since n ≥ 3, there
exist two or more regular 2-gons with center o in I , where two such 2-gons, each being a line segment with midpoint o,
intersect with each other only at o. Let L′ and L′′, respectively, be the lines containing these segments. See Fig. 13(d). Since,
in I , the robots at the endpoints of these segments move straight away from o (if they are active), the midpoints of the new
segments (equivalently, the centers of the two new 2-gons) that the robot form in J must lie on L′ and L′′, respectively. Then,
the common center o′ of the two 2-gons has to be the intersection of L′ and L′′, which is o. Thus o = o′ ifm = 2.
Now, ri and rj are on some (common) regularm-gonwith center o, both in I and in J . In particular, ri and rj are equidistant
from o, both in I and in J . This is impossible, however, since the two robots move over different distances in I , either because
both ri and rj become active and i 6= j, or rj is inactive in I and does not move. This completes the proof of ρ(J) < m.
Here, note that, if ρ(J) ≥ 2, then each of the regular m-gons in I splits into a number of regular ρ(J)-gons with center o
in J . Thus ρ(J) dividesm.
The argument above shows that if the robots execute Procedure B repeatedly, then the ρ value of a given configuration
I eventually decreases to σ(I) or smaller. Let J (not necessarily the same as J above) be the first configuration reached from
I by executing Procedure B repeatedly such that ρ(J) = m′ ≤ σ(I). We conclude the proof of the lemma by showing that
m′ divides σ(I). Nothing needs to be proved if m′ = 1 or m′ = σ(I), so assume that 2 ≤ m′ < σ(I). As observed earlier,
m′ divides ρ(I) = m, and each regular m′-gon in J has center o and has broken out of some regular m-gon in I . If m′ does
not divide σ(I), then there is at least one set of robots that (1) currently forms a regular m′-gon in J , (2) earlier broke away
from a larger regular polygon with center o by moving, and (3) contains two robots ri and rj with distinct sights. However,
as we argued earlier, such two robots could not have belonged to the same regular polygon with center owhen one or both
of them moved. Thusm′ must divide σ(I). 
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